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What is
the Digital
Assessment
Library for
Schools (DALS)?
It’s pretty simple. The Digital Assessment Library for Schools is an annual site license that
provides the entire district access to a library of more than 40 assessments used by school
psychologists, speech language pathologists, education diagnosticians, special education teachers,
occupational therapists, physical therapists and more. For a fixed, annual price based on the district’s
total reported number of Individualized Education Programs* (IEPs), your district will have a license to
use Pearson’s Digital Assessment Library and our systems for administration, scoring, reporting, and
data storage for any individualized evaluations within your school district...IEP in place or not.

What does “unlimited” get your district?
Unlimited use allows your district to answer all of your referral questions, with whatever tests
you need, as many times as you need to, using as many examiners as you need to do it —
all for the same simple price.
Your district will have access to:
• An ever-growing digital library of over 40 of our most popular assessments
• Unlimited access and use of Q-interactive®
• Unlimited access and use of Q-global®
• Training for Q-interactive and Q-global
• Support personalized to your needs in your district
*Reported annually by the district to the state or Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS).
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This all sounds great “on paper”,
but what are the real-world benefits?
Time is perhaps the most precious commodity these days, and we completely understand
that making any big changes to how your district does things needs to be justified by some
major benefits for everyone involved. The Digital Assessment Library for Schools came to
be for this very reason. We listened to your pain points and found a way to solve as many of
them as we could.

Students in DALS districts are enjoying the benefits of:

 Higher engagement during evaluations
 Reduced errors in scoring
 More accurate evaluations, appropriate interventions, and improved outcomes
Examiners in DALS districts are enjoying the benefits of:

 Measurable time savings
 24-hour access to the materials they need
 Greater test flexibility
 Less back pain carting testing materials from place to place
 More space in their car
Administrators in DALS districts are enjoying the benefits of:

 Greater staff productivity
 Less waste and improved inventory management (no more hoarding!)
 Predictable costs and more level spending from year-to-year with no fear of running
out of materials in the Spring or money to buy them

Everyone in DALS districts is enjoying the benefits of:

 The ability to administer tests remotely or while socially distanced during
face-to-face evaluations
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Which assessments are included?
The way we see it, it’s not really a value if there’s nothing your district would actually use. That’s why we
packed our Digital Assessment Library shelves with the tests that the people in your district use every
single day!
Q-interactive
Admin.,
Scoring
and
Manual

Paper
Response
Booklet
Included

Q-global
Scoring

Digital
Stimulus
Book1

Digital
Manual
Available

KABC™-II NU
(score/report)







KBIT™-2 Revised







Assessment

Admin.
OSA/
ROSA

Printable
Forms/
Resources

Available
in Spanish

ABILITY LIBRARY

WAIS –IV











WISC –V/WISC–V Spanish

















®

®

WISC–V Integrated
(score/report)
WPPSI™–IV





WRAML™ 3











ACHIEVEMENT LIBRARY

KTEA™-3







WIAT –III / WIAT–4





®

WRMT™-III (score/report)
WRAT5™



























BEHAVIOR, MENTAL HEALTH AND EXECUTIVE FUNCTION LIBRARY

BASC®-3 Family 2









Brown EF/A Scales™









BYI™-2









SSIS™ SEL











Vineland™-3



























M-PACI

®

MACI-II , MAPI , and
MMPI-A-RF™
®

®

CVLT®-C



CVLT3



D-KEFS™ (select subtests)



D-REF
NEPSY -II
(select subtests)



RBANS® Update



WMS –IV



®








®













May require paper record form (not included)
Includes BASC rating scales, SDH, SOS, PRQ, and Flex Monitor
3
More usages cannot be requested once they have been consumed for the school year
4
Cognitive, Language, and Motor Domains (CLM) is on-screen administration (OSA) only
5
On-screen administration only







1
2
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Q-interactive
Admin.,
Scoring
and
Manual

Assessment

Paper
Response
Booklet
Included

Q-global
Admin.
OSA/
ROSA

Scoring

Digital
Stimulus
Book1

Digital
Manual
Available

Printable
Forms/
Resources

Available
in Spanish

DEVELOPMENTAL LIBRARY
BBCS–4:R™

Publishing Spring 2023

Publishing November 2022





Publishing Spring 2023

BSRA™–4













BAYLEY™-4







ESI™-3







4



Publishing November 2022

DIAL™-4



Speed DIAL-4






SPEECH & LANGUAGE/MOTOR SENSORY LIBRARY
CELF® Preschool-3









CELF -5















®

CELF -5 Metalinguistics
®

GFTA™-3/KLPA™-3









PPVT™-5/EVT™-3









PEDI-CAT



BOT™-2 (score/report)
Sensory Profile™2






















SCREENERS (Limited number of report usages per school year. Only available with complete library.) 3
BASC-BESS
Screening System









SSIS-SEL Screener









Shaywitz
DyslexiaScreen™







Raven’s® 2 5







May require paper record form (not included)
Includes BASC rating scales, SDH, SOS, PRQ, and Flex Monitor
3
More usages cannot be requested once they have been consumed for the school year
4
Cognitive, Language, and Motor Domains (CLM) is on-screen administration (OSA) only
5
On-screen administration only
1
2
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The two

Qs

What are they, and how will
they make our lives easier?
We’ve given you a lot of information so far, but it all comes down to
the technology behind the library — Q-interactive and Q-global. While
both are helpful, innovative, and revolutionary, they each serve their
own purpose. Let’s dig in...

What is Q-interactive and what makes it so great?
Q-interactive is an intuitive, portable system that uses two iPad® devices connected through
technology within the hardware to administer “interactive” assessments such as WISC–V, CELF-5,
and KTEA-3 in a 1:1 environment, which can be done while social distancing. This means that no
internet connection is required for the administration of assessments.
Because almost everything you need to administer the included tests is stored on the two iPads,
the dizzying array of kits and booklets that once took up space in offices, vehicle trunks, and
storage rooms is now a thing of the past.
One of the greatest benefiwts that we’ve heard from our subscribers is that their assessments are
now more targeted than ever. The immediate feedback that Q-interactive provides once a subtest
is complete helps deliver a faster and accurate read on where the student is and how they are
progressing at any given time. Q-interactive also allows them to adjust an individual battery in real
time — as the student is taking it!
Easily cleaned and sanitized after every student!
Instead of having to sanitize individual pages of multiple stimulus books in between each student
using them, you’re only sanitizing the iPad. Not only does that save immeasurable time, but the
iPads can be used while socially distanced which further ensures the safety of both your students
and your staff!
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®

Q-global

®

Q-global is a web-based platform for scoring and reporting
as well as the administration of many assessments that
are often self-administered and un-proctored, like a
questionnaire or rating scale. These measures include
assessments like the BASC-3, BYI-2, Vineland-3, and the
Brown Executive Functioning/Attention Scales.
A link can be utilized to send to teachers or parents asking
them to complete these tests, without having to personally
put them in the mail or send them home with the student.
In addition, this platform houses the Resource Library
for many digital manuals and stimulus books that can be

How does your
district learn to use
these digital systems?
With Q-interactive and
Q-global, we offer extensive
training to ensure your staff
has the tools they need to
support their students.
• Team support
• Webinars
• Video tutorials

utilized to administer the test in a one-on-one setting or via

• Resource library

telepractice.

• Help directory

Q-global allows your district to:

• On-site training*

• Generate scores and reports on any internet-connected
device, even for assessments that are administered using
paper forms
• Email a secure link to teachers, parents, or
caregivers for convenient completion of assessments on
their own device
• Print select rating scales when digital administration is
not an option
• Access tests manuals from school or home
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*May incur additional costs.

If ever there was a time for unlimited
digital administration — THIS is it!
Extraordinary times call for extraordinary solutions. The Digital Assessment
Library provides many key benefits schools are looking for right now.

Easy cleaning
• H
 ardware devices can be easily sanitized
• Fewer items to clean after sessions

Social distancing for face-to-face assessments
• Q
 -global digital stimulus books can be shared on a second monitor
placed a safe distance away from the examiner and used for test administration
• iPad devices using Q-interactive can easily connect at a safe social
distance and through personal protective accommodations like
plexiglass barriers

Remote administration
• M
 any Q-global tests can be administered via remote administration
using the examinee’s own device
• D
 igital stimulus books found on Q-global can be used during
a telepractice assessment
• Q
 -interactive can be used, with some accommodations,
during a telepractice assessment
For additional information regarding telepractice, please visit our website for guidance
documents AND consult with your professional organizations such as NASP and ASHA.
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But wait — there’s DALS+!
Get all the great perks of our digital library — PLUS so much more! DALS subscribers can expand their
benefits to include easy, unlimited access to many of the paper-and-pencil assessments for which digital
administration is not an option.
Add Digital Assessment Library for Schools PLUS (DALS+) and get:
• Unlimited use of protocols and response booklets for 20+ non-digital tests
• Access to all available digital manuals and stimulus books through the Q-global Resource Library
• FREE shipping and handling for covered print materials
• 65% off on any kit purchases for all DALS and DALS+ tests

Print Materials
Included with DALS+

What’s included:

Q-global Digital Supplements
Included with DALS Complete
Digital
Stimulus
Books

Digital
Manuals



































PAL™-II Reading and Writing







PAL-II Math







WRMT-III









DIAL-4









Speed DIAL-4









M-FUN







NEPSY-II







D-KEFS







WRAML3







Record
Forms

Response
Booklets

Discounted
Kits

DAS™-II







DAS-II Early Years Spanish Supplement







KABC™-2 NU







KBIT™-2 Revised





®

WASI -II



®

WNV

WRIT

Scoring
and
Reporting

ABILITY





ACHIEVEMENT









DEVELOPMENTAL

EXECUTIVE FUNCTION & MEMORY
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Print Materials
Included with DALS+

What’s included:

Q-global Digital Supplements
Included with DALS Complete

Record
Forms

Response
Booklets

Discounted
Kits







Scoring
and
Reporting

Digital
Stimulus
Books

Digital
Manuals

SPEECH & LANGUAGE/ MOTOR SENSORY

BEERY™ VMI
BOT-2







CELF-5 Metalinguistics











CELF-4 Spanish











CELF Preschool-2 Spanish











PLS™-5











PLS-5 Spanish
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What does
it cost?
The best part about the Digital
Assessment Library for Schools is the
simple, annual price. Your district’s cost
is based on the most recent number of
IEPs reported to the Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services.
Districts with 400 IEPs or less pay a
flat price based on that number and
larger districts pay a price based on the
reported number of IEPs multiplied by a
cost per IEP.
When you purchase the Digital
Assessment Library for Schools you
have the option of including DALS+
to expand your library. DALS+ pricing
follows the same format with different
price points. The grid below will help
you determine your district’s pricing!

2022 District Pricing
District IEP Count

Price for DALS

Price for DALS and DALS+

0 –100 IEPs

$1,800

$2,075

101–250 IEPs

$3,900

$4,475

251– 400 IEPs

$6,000

$6,900

More than 400 IEPs

$15.50 / IEP

$17.85 / IEP
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“Check out”

each step on your library card!

LIBRARY CARD
Confirm number of IEPs most recently reported
by your district to the Office of Special Education
and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS).
Add up the benefits of DALS+.
Request your quote from your sales
representative.
Return Purchase Order and Start-up Form to
sales representative.
Watch for your welcome email for account
administrators, which includes account
setup training.
Account administrators: Share links to training
with users.
District users: View your welcome email and set
up username and password (for each user).
View set-up and platform training videos
included in your welcome emails and located
on the Support Tab in Q-interactive and in the
Resource Library within Q-global.
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Assessments
for every
referral
One major benefit of DALS is having all the tests you need at your fingertips to help you
answer any referral question that comes your way. The library offers assessments in
almost every area of eligibility and includes a variety of relevant tests for all ages.
Assess for the following specific learning disabilities:
• Basic Reading Skills

• Math Calculations

• Reading Fluency

• Written Expression

• Reading Comprehension

• Oral Expression

• Math Problem Solving

• Listening Comprehension

The assessments included in DALS also allow you to evaluate for many areas of Special
Education eligibility including autism, emotional disturbance, intellectual disability,
other health impaired (ADHD), orthopedic impairment, speech or language impairment,
traumatic brain injury, and developmental delay. It’s one easy way to meet all your
referral needs.

Learn more at PearsonAssessments.com/digitalforschools
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